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A cubic array of O’s and l’s, a 34mensional analog of the 2dimensional 
array of O’s and l’s defined by a permutation matrix, can be employed to 
represent a finite group. The elements of this array equal the components of a 
certain third order tensor, and some of the standard group representation 
results may be interpreted as diagonalization assertions about this tensor and a 
similar one defined for group classes. Employing the tensor terminology 
introduced, a proof that the degrees of the irreducible representations of a finite 
group divide the group order is given which is somewhat different from the 
usual proofs. 
The orthogonality relations for group representations and group 
characters are of fundamental importance in the study of finite groups. 
In this paper we show how these relations can be interpreted in a new 
way, which hopefully may provide fresh insight into them. For any finite 
group, two third-order tensors are defined, one whose components may 
be obtained from the group multiplication table, and another whose 
components may be obtained from the class multiplication table. The 
orthogonality relations then translate into diagonalization assertions for 
these two tensors. As an example of this new point of view, we provide a 
proof that the degree of an irreducible representation of a finite group 
divides the order of the group, in a way related to, but somewhat different 
from, the usual proof by algebraic integer theory. 
As a preliminary, we give here a definition of the term “tensor” as we 
employ it in this paper, and a brief description of some elementary tensor 
concepts that are needed. (A more detailed exposition may be found in 
Mal’cev [3].) 
1. Tensor definition. Let V be a vector space of dimension n over the 
complex number field. A tensor of order (r + s) with I covariant and s 
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contravariant indices is a correspondence which associates with each basis 
of V H’+~ complex numbers (components) A$::k , 1 < ik , j, < n, in 
such a way that a certain relationship holds between the components 
associated with any two bases of V. Let Pii denote a non-singular n-square 
matrix with inverse matrix Qji (upper indices denote row, lower indices 
denote column). Then, if ej , ej’, 1 < j < n, are any two bases such that 
ej’ = 2 Pjtet , 
t=1 
the components Ai:‘f::;: associated with ej’ and the components Ak:::$ 
associated with e, satisfy the equation 
, 
where the summation is over all the indices tI ,..., t, , U, ,..., U, . The right 
side of the above equation is called the 
“transform of At::::: under Pii.” 
2. Multiplication of tensors. Given two tensors, a new tensor may be 
formed by multiplication. For instance, if Ark and BQh are tensors, we may 
define the tensor C%Q$” by the equation 
This gives the correspondence of n7 components for each basis, with the 
necessary relation connecting the components for two bases satisfied. 
3. Contraction of a tensor. From any tensor with both contravariant 
and covariant indices, a new tensor with one less covariant and one less 
contravariant indices may be formed by choosing any contravariant index 
and any covariant index, setting them equal, and summing over this pair 
of indices. Thus from the tensor A:$ we may form the tensor Di9, by the 
rule 
This defines the correspondence of n3 components for each basis, and the 
necessary relation which connects the components for any two bases is 
again satisfied. 
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4. Tensor equations. If two tensors of the same type have identical 
components for one basis, then they have identical components for every 
basis and the tensors are identical. 
AN ALGEBRA TENSOR 
Let G& (1 < i, j, k < n) be any n3 complex numbers. These numbers 
can be used to define a multiplication between any two ordered n-tuples 
of complex numbers xi, yi (1 < i < n) by the rule xi * yi = 9, 
z’ = i G:,xty”. 
t.u-1 
If scalar multiplication of an n-tuple and addition of two n-tuples are 
taken as the usual vector operations, then Gfj defines what is commonly 
called an algebra of order n over the complex number field. The algebra 
is not necessarily associative. 
If ej (1 < j < n) equals the n-tuple with all components 0 except for 
the.j-th, which equals 1, then we have 
ei * ej = i G$k . 
k=l 
Thus the elements ej , which we call the basis elements associated with 
Gfj , define the algebra by their multiplication table. If new basis elements 




and it is clear that the array Gfj transforms just like the components of a 
third-order tensor with two covariant and one contravariant indices. 
Accordingly, let us call GFj an algebra tensor. 
Now, just as the components of a matrix are visualized in a planar 
rectangular array as an aid in following the matrix operations, we can 
visualize the numbers Gfj as a spatial cubic array. The n-tuple obtained 
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from G$ by tixing two of the three indices is a row, normal, or column 
according as the free index is i, j, or k, respectively (see Figure l), and the 
components Gii , i = I,2 ,..., n, form the main diagonal. 
QUASIGROUP AND GROUP ALGEBRAS 
Suppose now that Gfj is such that every row, column, and normal 
contains exactly one component equal to 1 with all other components 0. 
The array of components is then a three-dimensional analog of a per- 
mutation matrix array. The structure of the columns implies that the 
product of any two basis elements is again a basis element, and the 
structure of the rows and normals implies that the equations x - ej = ek , 
ei - y = ek always have unique basis element solutions forx, y. Thus, under 
multiplication the basis elements have all the properties required to be 
a quasigroup. If, in addition, they satisfy the associative law, they define 
a group, and the algebra is a group algebra. 
Gfj defines an associative algebra, xi * (JP’ * zi) = (xi - yi) - zi, if and 
only if 
and a commutative algebra, xi - yi = yi - xi, if and only if 
Gfj = Gi: . (3) 
Note that each side of (2) may be interpreted as defining a tensor with 
three covariant and one contravariant indices, obtained from Gfj by the 
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operations of multiplication and contraction. Since these two tensors have 
identical components for the basis ei , they have identical components 
for any basis, and (2) holds when Gikj is replaced by G;,” . Similarly (3) 
holds when Gfj is replaced by Gi,” . 
We have now that the tensor GZ defines a group (for its basis elements) 
if it satisfies (2) and its components have the “permutation” property 
mentioned. If (3) also holds, the group is Abelian. The sections of the 
array obtained by holding the index i fixed give the right regular representa- 
tions of the group elements. That is, if the matrices Ret) , 1 < i < n, 
are defined by setting the component of the k-th row and j-th column 
equal to Gfj , then, by (2), &&) = R(,) if ei * ei = ek . Similarly, 
the left regular matrix representations Lo) are the sections obtained by 
holding the index j fixed. Note that (2) is equivalent to the condition that 
all the matrices Rb) commute with all the matrices LG) ; (3) is equivalent 
to the condition that Rcr) = Lci) for all i. A multiplication table for the 
group elements may be obtained by forming 
Bij = i Gfjvk 3 
k=l 
vk an n-tuple whose k-th component is the integer k. If ei * e, = ek , then 
the entry Bij is equal to k. 
When Pj’ is a permutation matrix, then the transform of a group algebra 
tensor defined by (1) also has the property that every row, normal, and 
column has a single component equal to 1 with all others 0. The groups 
defined by GFj and G;,” are isomorphic since each basis element ei equals 
some element ek . If the group G defined by e, has a normal subgroup H 
of order m, then we may choose Pj” so that e,’ for (r - 1) m < j < rm, 
r = 1, 2,..., n/m, belong to the same coset of H. Then G$ will have all 
the components which equal 1 lying in cubic subarrays of size m on a side, 
and the spatial arrangement of these smaller cubes can serve to define a 
group algebra tensor of order n/m for the quotient group G/H. 
The components of a group algebra tensor may be displayed on a 
printed page by giving the matrix sections in order, but then some of the 
relationships among the non-zero components become hard to follow. 
For low-order groups, n = 8 say, with 5 groups to choose from, the 
group algebra tensor may be represented by using small spheres or other 
objects to designate the 1 components and fixing these by some means at 
their appropriate positions in a cubic array. These models can be sur- 
prisingly attractive, with many interesting perspectives, especially when 
normal subgroups are made evident as described above. 
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DIAGONALIZATION OF THE GROUP ALGEBRA TENSOR 
We apply now the theory of group representations to construct for a 
group algebra tensor GFj a matrix Pj” so that G$ , the transform of GFj 
under Pii, assumes a simple form. Let the r irreducible unitary representa- 
tions of the group elements ei be numbered in some arbitrary manner 
with m(k) the degree of the k-th representation. Then Ci=, m2(k) = n, 
and if Aih(ei ; k) designates the (h, i) component of the k-th representation 
for the element e, , we have (cf. [5, pages 355-3591) 
m(k) 
gl Ash(ei ; k) @(et ; k) = Af”(ej . e, ; k), (4) 
and 
gl Aih(ej ; k) mej = ---& 6 h8 ia k d f UT 
where aba = 1 if the indices a and b are equal, otherwise &a = 0. 
The matrix components of the first representation, multiplied by a 
constant, are used to form the first m2(1) columns of Pji, then those of the 
second representation to form the next m2(2) columns, and so on. 
Specifically, for any integer j satisfying 1 < j < n, let us denote by j, , 
j, , j, the three unique positive integers such that 
0 < $j m2(t) - j < m2(jl), 
t=1 
and 
j = t$l m”(f) - mY.9 + G2 - 1) m(A) + j2 . 
Conversely, let (j, , j, ,j3) denote the integer j defined by j, ,.j2 , j, . Then 
the components Pji are given by the equation 
p,i = WA ip 
3 - A& ; h), n 
and by (5) the components of the inverse matrix are given by 
Qj” = A$(e&). 
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Transforming Gfj under Pj", we obtain from (1) 
G;; = i PitPjUQvk 
t.u=1 
tZv=CTt.eu 
= t I, ;f pitpjuQt(kl.kz.s)Q~.s.k,) 
by (4) 
ndk,) 
1 c sp$,zss,,s;$$s~,a 
.5=1 
Thus the components G;j” equal 0 unless il = j, = k, , and then they 
equal S$S@T;. If we set e,’ = f::i,, then we have 
and it is clear that the elements ej’ with j, fixed are a basis for a matrix 
algebra of order mz(j,). Figure 2 depicts a typical array G’& that of the 
dihedral group of order 10 with matrix algebras of orders 4, 4, 1, and 1, 
respectively. The non-zero components are located in cubic subarrays 
of size m”(j,) on a side, arranged in diagonal position. If Gfj defines an 
Abelian group, then since Gi,” also satisfies (3), and this requires that the 
matrix algebras are commutative and hence of order 1, the only non-zero 




THE CLASS TENSOR 
If there are r classes for the group elements ej defined by a group 
algebra tensor, and cj is the sum of the elements belonging to the j-th 
class, then we may write 
ci * cj = i c;jc, , 
k=l 
where the components of the array C$ are non-negative integers and 
satisfy equations (2) and (3). Setting xji, the character of members of the 
j-th class for i-th irreducible representation, equal to Czl,“’ Att(e, ; i), 
e, in the j-th class, then as a consequence of (4) and (5) the following 
character relations may be obtained [5, pages 359-3651: 
+ 
1 ntxt’xt ‘7 = nSki, 
t=1 
(6) 
ntxtknuxuk = m(k) i C$z,xok. (7) 
a=1 
nj equals the number of group elements belonging to the j-th class, and 
m(k) is again the degree of the k-th irreducible representation. If we view 
C& as a tensor, then the above equations may be interpreted as defining a 
matrix Rj” such that the transform of Cfj under Rji is in diagonal form 
with the components along the main diagonal equal to 1 and all other 
components 0. The components of Rji are given by 
Rji = xij m(j) -, n 
and by (6) the components of the inverse matrix Sii satisfy the equation 
After taking the conjugate of equation (7), it may be written as 
c 
Stk&” = c C;uS,k. (10) lJ=l 
Multiplying (10) by R,“Rju and summing over t and u, we obtain for 
c;F = C C&RitRjUSvk 
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the result that the components with indices satisfying i = j = k are equal 
to 1 and all other components equal 0. Thus CiF has the diagonal form 
claimed. 
PROOF THAT THE DEGREES m(i) DIVIDE THE GROUP ORDER n 
Briefly, in this proof we use tensors to define a certain r-square matrix 
with integer components which has the rational numbers (n/m(i))2, 
1 < i < r, as eigenvalues. These, being the roots of a manic polynomial 
with integer coefficients, must then be integers and so m(i) divides 12. 
(Related matrix proofs are given in [4] and [7].) 
First, we introduce the second-order tensor Hij which is defined as 
follows. For the basis associated with Ci, Hij equals n/q if i = j and 0 
if i # j. For all other bases the tensor’s components are obtained by the 
usual transformation relations. Thus, for the basis associated with the 
diagonalized Cjj”, we have 
fpi = c HW,iS,j (11) 
t,u-1 
Now we employ the elementary result that the j-th characters Xtj, 
1 < t < n, equal the conjugate of some other characters, the k-th say, 
Xt’ = Xth, with the j-th and k-th irreducible representations of identical 
degree, m(j) = m(k). Employing equation (6), we have then that H’{j 
equals 0 unless the i-th and j-th characters are conjugate and then H’*f 
equals (n/m(i))“. 
Next, we define the second-order tensor Fji, 
formed by repeated multiplications and contractions from the tensors 12:) 
Hij. The transform of Fji under Rji may be determined in two ways: 
or 
Fi’i = i FutStiRjy (13) 
t.u=1 
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If we let F, F’ be matrices whose (i,,j) components are Fji, Fii, respectively, 
then on inserting the value of Htu in (12) to obtain 
Fii = 
we see that the components of F are integers, since n, divides n. Equation 
(13) may be written in matrix notation as 
F’ = R-IFR, 
and so F and P’ are equivalent matrices. Finally, using the known values 
for C$, Htij in (14), we see that the off-diagonal elements of F’ are all 
zero, and that the 6th diagonal element, obtained by setting j = i, 
is equal to 
i C;vH’iU = i fp = (-..$,‘. 
u,v=1 ?A=1 
Thus the matrix F with integer components has the rational numbers 
(IZ/WZ(~))~ as eigenvalues, and the proof is complete. 
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